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Dear breeders &
bird lovers,

whether macaw or zebra f inch, one

thing connects us al l  and this is

probably the most beautiful  hobby in

the world -  Aviculture.  Everyone is

constantly striving to optimize the

husbandry and diet of their birds in

such a way that breeding pairs remain

vital  for a long time or the most faithful

companion shows a magnificently shiny

plumage. Ultimately,  it 's  about the

well-being of our wild parrots &

parakeets and that's exactly what my

mission is at

Your Parrot

Our collaboration with the most

experienced breeders around the world

has made it  possible to produce extruded

pellets which are ideal for parrots &

parakeets,  because we all  saw the

benefits of it .  Now, through many years of

research, we have the abil ity to produce

extruded pellets that resemble the

original diet of many parrots and

parakeets in their habitat.

 

 

"Whoever stops getting better has

stopped being good" Phil ip

Rosenthal

 

Thank you very much, your Franz

Dahlheim

 

 

www.your-parrot.com

Simply scan with your

smartphone camera and

lets get started!



About the
magazine

Our hobby, Aviculture,  needs growth and

needs to become more modern. That was

always my goal with "Your Parrot" .  With

over 200,000 subscribers,  we are now on

social  media,  probably the largest channel

in Europe that reports daily about the

husbandry,  breeding, nutrit ion and habitat

of exotic birds.  However,  there are not

always enough opportunities to go into

detail  about methods of feeding,

husbandry and research projects.  So it  was

time to create a digital  and free magazine

that would answer many of the open

questions.  Classic print media are

expensive,  mostly out of date and often no

longer reach the target group that keeps

our hobby going. That's why our free

magazine is now available to accompany

the @dein_papagei social  media channel

with the active support of breeders,

veterinarians and researchers from all

over the world.

The trend is towards quality instead of

quantity in when it  comes to breed

birds.  "Close-to-nature" aviaries and

feeding appropriate to the species are

the desired goals of younger keepers.

The husbandry conditions have evolved

over the years,  and are strengthened by

new findings in research. This magazine

is intended to be a medium for

networking, further education and the

continuous improvement of the bird

husbandry.  Be a part of "Your Parrot" -

when it  comes to the most beautiful

hobby in the world.  We have to hand

over this hobby to the next generation.

Author,  Founder & Birdlover:  

Franz Dahlheim

Email :  info@deinpapagei.com

www.your-parrot.com

dein_papagei

Instal l  the Instagram app

now and receive dai ly

v ideos and posts
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$378 million for
bird watching

NEWS
November 2022

Gang - Gang Cockatoos (Callocephalon
fimbriatum): Cockatoo populations in Australia
declined after the 2019-2020 bushfires. The
Gang-Gang Cockatoo, as it is known locally, is
the animal emblem of the Australian Capital
Territory and has now been officially listed as a
threatened species after its numbers
plummeted due to the climate crisis and the
bushfire disaster. Environment Secretary
Sussan Ley has accepted the recommendation
of the Scientific Committee on Threatened
Species that the little cockatoo must be
protected under Australia's environmental laws.
The Scientific Committee wrote in a draft
opinion last year that the Gang-Gang Cockatoo
population had already declined by 15% to 69%
before the fires. The bushfires affected 36% of
the birds' range, resulting in an estimated
further population decline of 21%.

Bird watching brings in millions of dollars to Alaska.
In recent years, nearly 300,000 birders have flocked
to the state, spending about $378 million. Thousands
of birders flock to Alaska each year, drawn by the
chance to review rare and hard-to-find species from
a "Big Year List." In doing so, they provide an often-
overlooked economic boost and incentive for habitat
conservation. Compared to other tourists, bird
watchers in Alaska spent more money, stayed
longer, and traveled to less remote regions of the
state during their visit. Spurred by the need for
insider knowledge of birding sites, birders traveled in
smaller groups and participated in more activities,
such as guided tours, than other non-birders. In
addition to creating money and jobs for Alaska,
birding tourism is a sustainable activity and supports
habitat conservation. "Once you have visitors who
come to Alaska who spend money to see rare
species for which our environment provides unique
habitat on a global scale, it becomes an incentive to
conserve that high-quality bird habitat." University of
Alaska Fairbanks

"Sustainable and
well-managed

birdwatching is a
growth sector."

www.your-parrot.com
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Photo: Harlequin duck, Ian
Davies

Photo: Bluethroat  Bryan Calk

Photo: King Eider, William
Wingfield 

INTERNATIONAL

Photo: Gannet
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harlequin_duck


Climate change, 
changes plumage colors

NEWS
November 2022

Results obtained in the study show a decline in
both blue and yellow colored populations
between 2005 and 2019. In other words, the
blue crests and yellow breasts of blue tits in
these two populations are currently, on average,
less colorful at the time the survey began. "Our
work suggests that environmental changes,
and climate change in particular, may be the
main reason why birds like the blue tit
experience a change in their physical
characteristics, more specifically in the
brightness and intensity of their coloration,"
said David López-Idiáquez, researcher in the
Department of Plant Biology and Ecology of the
UPV/EHU. "A negative trend in terms of
brightness and intensity of plumage coloring
was observed in both sexes and populations,
although in Corsica this change is more related
to the climate," López explained, explaining the
combination of an increase in temperature (1.23
°C) and a decrease in precipitation (0.64 mm),
so climate change would be the possible cause
of this difference," he said.

Between 2005 and 2019, all breeding blue tits
in each population were captured each year
(France). As a result, researchers were able to
collect more than 5,800 observations on the
coloration and other characteristics of blue tits.
The blue tit is distinguished by its striking
coloring: a blue crest and a yellow breast.

"Artemis was once
a stronghold for
Golden-shouldered
Parrots. However,
the population has
declined to around

50 birds."

"Your Parrot" is an official partner of Artemis
Nature Fund in Europe: Our Company Dein
Papagei GmbH Germany is an official partner of
the organization for the protection of the
Golden-shouldered Parrot in Australia - Steve
Murphy (Chief Biologist) & Franz Dahlheim are
bringing the conservation project to Europe for
the first time. The Golden-shouldered Parrot
(Psephotus chrysopterygius) is an endangered
species. Just about 1000 individuals live in
Australia. In the Artemis area (Cap York,
Australia) there are only 50 birds of sexual
maturity. DEIN PAPAGEI GmbH, as an
influential social media & birdfood company,
uses public attention to collect donations, 100%
of which go to the project. The population of
captive birds is quite low in Australia and
Europe. Breeding successes are only moderate,
which is why protection in the habitat remains
essential.

www.artemis.org.au

Photos: Blue tit Uros Poteko
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Papagei GmbH
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The fact that parrots inhabit such a wide range of habitats indicates that their food

sources are just as diverse.  One misconception about parrots is that they are

primarily seed eaters.  In fact,  the f irst domesticated members of the parrot family

were budgerigars and other Australian parrots and parakeets.  Cockatiels,  Grass

parakeets,  Ringnecks,  Red-rumped Parrots or Lovebirds (Agapornis) ,  which often

feed on semi-ripe seeds in their habitat,  have fewer problems with a seed-based

diet.  They adapted well  to captivity because seeds,  though hard, (while most

parrots feed on tender,  green immature seeds) were readily available and required

no further production steps or unusual storage conditions.  The habit of treating all

parrots as seed eaters was a fal lacy that negatively impacted our parrots'  health

and feeding habits.

Feeding habits in Parrots

“Parrots often seem very intelligent to us

because they learn so quickly and are

curious. What they actually demonstrate is a

willingness to adapt these natural traits in

human care. The same applies to feeding

with seeds."

7

DIET Franz Dahlheim, Founder Your Parrot

Franz Dahlheim:



“The rainforest offers parrots and lorikeets a

plethora of vitamins, amino acids and

substances that we don't even know about

yet. We have packed a large number of these

directly into our extruded Vital Pellets. 

www.your-parrot.com
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Photo Iggino Van Bael
Psitteuteles versicolor 

T H I S  I S  B I R D F O O D

https://www.flickr.com/photos/154417921@N04/


Problems with seed mixtures

Seed mixes are deficient in 32 essential  nutrients.  They are very low in vitamin A,

which is essential  for the ideal functioning of the immune system. If  this is not the

case,  diseases wil l  inevitably occur.  Parrots and parakeets that are primarily seed-

fed often suffer from undetected calcium deficiencies,  as the calcium content of

seeds in mixtures is less than 0.1%. Calcium plays an extremely important role in

breeding, why? Since the hen needs a lot of calcium during the contraction to

eject the eggs.  A deficiency can therefore lead to laying diff iculties or even death.

A high-fat diet can also contribute to behavioral problems. With a high-

carbohydrate,  high-fat diet,  we also provide the parrots with plenty of energy.  If

the parrot doesn't have enough opportunities to expend this energy,  it  can result

in some deviant behaviors l ike screaming and biting. Last but not least,  such a diet

leads to obesity,  which can lead to serious consequences such as l iver damage and

inferti l ity.

Wild parrots spend most of their day foraging, eating a wide variety of buds,

f lowers,  berries,  fruits,  semi-ripe seeds and nuts to meet their dietary needs.  Pet

birds also have complex nutrit ional requirements and as such many suffer from

health problems due to nutrient deficiencies.  One of the most common questions

bird enthusiasts have is whether they should choose seed or pellets as the basis

for their bird's diet.

Overlooked deficiency

We are different: 

only 6,5% fat

only 11,2 % protein

packed with  
 vegetables, herbs
and fruits

9

DIET Franz Dahlheim, Dein Papagei



Some breeders and birdfood companies sti l l  defend their seed mixes,  pointing out

that some pellets have been mixed into the seed mixes already or that vitamins

have been sprayed on the outside of the seeds to create a "balanced" diet.

However,  whether a diet is considered balanced or not depends on what the bird

actually eats.  Given the choice between seeds and pellets,  parrots typically only

eat the high-fat seeds,  such as sunflower seeds and pellets remain in the bowl. .

Spraying seeds with vitamins also does not contribute to a balanced diet.  Parrots

shell  any seeds they consume. The added vitamins end up with the shells on the

floor of the cage. For the supplement to be effective,  it  must be consumed in

proportion to its presence in the mix.  And that is exactly what we achieve with our

Vital  Pellets from Your Parrot.

The defence of many breeders

No selection

Balanced vitamin & minerals

No risk of fungi and germs

Constant intake of high-quality fruit & vegetables

Less fat than conventional seeds and other pellets

Contains natural lime from algae

Less waste, thanks to 100% feed conversion

foraging while eating

Shiny plumage

Better digestion & breeding results because of
added probiotics

Advantages of our extruded
pellets

4

DIET Franz Dahlheim, Your Parrot

19
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www.your-parrot.com
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Photo: Iggino Van Bael
Poicephalus meyeri

damarensis
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I  discovered my love for nature very early on. As a small  child,  there was nothing

better for me than roaming through nature with my brother and collecting all

kinds of small  animals such as beetles,  snails ,  l izards and much more in shoeboxes,

to examine them up close and then release them again shortly afterwards.  When

I'm not in the wild,  I 've always enjoyed looking at animal books and encyclopedias

and sat in amazement in front of the television when nature documentaries were

shown, which fascinate me to this day and have contributed a lot to my

knowledge.

Nature Photography Hannes Bonzheim, Kaiserstuhl, Germany (Part 1)

Feathers in Focus - Birds of Europe

My name is Hannes Bonzheim, I 'm 18 years old and I 'm

from Freiburg, Germany. I  am an author,  ICARUS

ambassador and young scientist at the Max Planck

Institute for Animal Behavior,  volunteer for the

Kaiserstuhl Nature Center Germany, amateur

ornithologist ,  conservationist and nature

photographer.  I  regularly present lectures,  lead

guided tours and workshops and have been capturing

the fascinating biodiversity of nature in pictures for 4

years and use them mainly for conservation work.

As I  got older and the years went by,  my

knowledge of parrots grew ever broader,

poring over book and web article after

book. I  felt  the need to offer my

budgerigars a l i fe that was as species-

appropriate as possible.

The Brambling (Fringil la

montifringil la)  is  also called

mountain f inch and can

occasionally be found in our

gardens,  mostly in winter.
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Because of the dozens of branches,  bird toys and climbing trees that were set up,

my room at times resembled more of a large bird aviary than the room of a 13-year-

old.  My budgies were free to f ly here and only returned to their cage at night.  After

moving in 2018,  many years later I  f inally realized my dream of a real indoor aviary,

in which my swarm of budgies,  who at t imes had twelve members,  l ived.

But one morning, I  remember l ike it  was

yesterday,  I  was getting up to feed my

budgies as usual when I  stopped at my

window and looked out.  Suddenly,  for

the f irst t ime, I  really noticed the 

 sparrows in the hedges in front of the

house and I  suddenly realized that there

were birds out there too.  And plenty of it !

Around 220 bird species breed in

Germany and over 10,000 species l ive al l

over the world.

My path to photography was only a matter of t ime, almost a wing beat away. When

I had some money at my disposal after my confirmation at the age of 15,  my father

gave me the idea of buying my own small  camera.  Since then I  have been active in

nature photography and would now l ike to share with you a few special  moments

that I  have already experienced.

Early on the Bullf inch was kept in cages

and whistled melodies,  which it  could

usually imitate without any problems. In

search of something to eat,  Bullf inches

often travel in pairs or in family groups.

(Pyrrhula pyrrhula)

Photo: Eurasian Bullfinch, Hannes Bonzheim
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The l itt le owl (Athene noctua) is between 20 and 23 centimeters in size,  after the

pygmy owl and the scops owl,  the third smallest owl species in Germany and needs

open areas to hunt small  vertebrates such as f ield mice or voles.  As a strict cave

breeder,  it  can be found in Germany, especially in meadow orchards with old trees,

where it  rears four to six young birds in tree cavities or attached nesting tubes

between March and August.  “Less than 15 minutes from my home l ives this l itt le

owl (see photo) with her partner.  How do I  know she's a female? Well ,  just l ike us

humans, every l itt le owl looks a l itt le different and since I 've been observing,

photographing and fi lming the couple for almost three years,  I 've been able to

witness one or the other mating. As so often, I  was on my way to their territory on a

beautiful  warm summer evening, with my camera and the camouflage tent in my

luggage.

"The Romantic Owl"

Photo: Little Owl, Hannes Bonzheim
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So, three hours before sunset,  I  parked myself  a good 10 meters from the wooden

pole on the roof of the hut and waited. As predicted, she showed up at the same

time as the last few days and started hunting. I  couldn't believe my eyes when,

after a while,  she suddenly came back with a poppy petal in her claws. Is that

supposed to be a present for her partner? Probably not.  The reason was a June

beetle that was sitting in the middle of the poppy blossom and when trying to grab

it ,  she caught the blossom too. The result :  A hungry oddball  lady with a June beetle

in a poppy blossom picnic bag and an astonished photographer with a unique

picture!

"Bridal Gift"

Its brightly colored crest,  long beak, black-and-white banded wings,  and distinctive

"upupup" call  make the Eurasian hoopoe (Upupa epops) Bird of the Year 2022

unmistakable.  “The hoopoe spends the winter as a migratory bird in warm Africa.

Towards the end of March or beginning of April ,  after a strenuous f l ight across the

Mediterranean Sea and the Alps,  it  arrives in its breeding area and immediately

begins courtship.

Photo: Hoopoe, Hannes Bonzheim
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From the camouflage tent,  I  was able to observe and photograph this pair of

hoopoes (Upupa epops) in spring 2021.  Half  an hour before sunrise I  had pitched my

tent in complete darkness at a promising spot between vines,  so as not to scare

away the skittish animals by my approach. An hour later I  was able to take the

picture shown above. The male hands over a freshly caught "bridal gift"  to his

chosen one, with raised feather bonnet.  Mating followed soon after.  Being able to

experience such moments makes me happy and shows me time and time again that

I  did everything right as a photographer and that the animals do not feel disturbed

by my presence.”

The hobby of bird

photography

requires a high

degree of patience

and perseverance.

The professional

equipment is also

a high cost factor.

Here,  for a

camouflage tent,

camera and other

equipment,  an

investment worth

€12,000 is quickly

created

16
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Photo: Obersavtion Tent, Hannes Bonzheim



The Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis)  is  a jewel

of our native bird world.  I f  the water

quality is r ight,  there are enough fish ( its

food base) and it  can also f ind suitable

steep walls for digging its breeding

burrows, it  can be found on a wide

variety of streams, r ivers and lakes

throughout Germany. Despite its intense

colouration, it  is  diff icult to spot sitting

in trees or hedges on the bank, but many

people wil l  have noticed it  as a small

blue dot that darts across the surface of

the water at breakneck speed, often

accompanied by loud calls .

"The Flying Gem"

Photo: Kingfisher, Hannes Bonzheim

“At the beginning of August this year,  I  strolled along the bank of a small  natural

stream with a fr iend. The habitat is beautiful ,  there must be kingfishers here,  I  told

him. Just at that moment,  two blue dots darted past.  Indeed! Now I was on f ire.  I

carefully looked around the shore and discovered a spot in the water where dozens

of small  f ish were staying around a few large stones.  Perfect,  the kingfisher must

be hunting here,  I  thought.  So the next morning, as is so often the case,  it  was time

to get up early and go to the camouflage tent.  Less than half  an hour after sunrise I

heard the calls of the kingfisher down the river,  getting louder and louder.  I  looked

out the small  side window of the tent:  there he was,  f lying straight at me. He's not

going to. . .  Damn it ,  he's sitting on my tent!  Not for long though, a few minutes later

he threw himself  off  the tent roof into the water and came up with the f ish in his

beak and landed exactly where I  thought he would.  What luck!

17
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Nature photography is not just a hobby for me, but has become a second passion

alongside pure bird watching. The camera enables me to capture my experiences in

pictures and share them with others.  With my photos,  I  want to get people a l itt le

more enthusiastic about nature and its inhabitants and inspire them to go out and

experience and protect it  in al l  its beauty and diversity.  The resulting images are

not only beautiful  to look at for the viewer,  but also small  t ime capsules for me,

which allow me to go back to the exact moment when I  pressed the shutter button.

They remind me of moments when I  sat in my dark camouflage tent for several

hours in wind and weather,  whether early in the morning or late in the evening, or

just roamed through nature with my binoculars or camera.  When I  deal with nature,

I  can forget al l  the worries and problems of the stressful everyday l i fe and

concentrate on the essentials in the here and now. It  gives me my inner peace.

Nature is so diverse and rich in species that there is always something to discover

and it  never gets boring.

I  have learned to appreciate and love the animal world and especially the bird

world and I  cannot imagine l i fe without the great moments that I  have already

experienced and hopefully wil l  experience for a long time to come.

@naturfotografie.bonzheim 

www.naturfotografiebonzheim.com 

Photo: Bee Eater, Hannes Bonzheim
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Photo: Kingfisher, Hannes Bonzheim
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http://www.naturfotografiebonzheim.com/
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T H I S  I S  B I R D F O O D

Pycnonotus leucotis



What awaits you?

Specially filmed reports

Species portraits

Breeder visits all over Europe

Spectacular aviaries

Information about the Diet
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Join me on my travels
across Europe

Just scan and be there.

Subscribe to the channel today.

Then you won't miss any more

exciting videos!
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A V I A R Y  P L A N T S  &

C O C K A T O O S

R O B E R T
F R E L L E R
A U S T R I A
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Bird breeding has a long tradition and is one of the highlights of our hobby.

Successful breeding requires a lot of experience and sensitivity.  We at Your

Parrot support you in your project with valuable food, know-how and a fair

partnership.  Our extruded pellets contain al l  the important amino acids and

minerals your birds need for the breeding season. Beside this we offer different

nut mixtures,  premium soft eggfood and a range of supplements for a discounted

price for breeders.  Get in touch with us to be part of our exciting journey: 

Email :  info@deinpapagei.com

Our "Vital  Pellets Fruit & Vegetable Blend" as well  as our "Vital  Pellets Herb

Blend" are developed in such a way that they can make up 100% of the diet of

your parrots and parakeets.  However,  i f  fresh fruits and vegetables are provided

daily to add variety to the diet,  we recommend that our mix should account for

no less than 70-80% of the total intake. Parrots whose main diet is our "Vital

Pellets" should not be given any other vitamin or mineral supplements.

Breeder Program at Your
Parrot Birdfood starting 2023

22

“A balanced diet for adult birds ensures

healthy young birds. A lack of calcium can

lead to malformations or even provoke laying

difficulties in the hen."



For many, Aviculture is not just a hobby, but a l i fe's work.  Unlike other hobbies,  it

cannot be given up for a while because parrots need constant attention from the

caretaker.  And that's exactly what seems to make us breeders stand out and to

take part in this hobby even more eagerly than some others.  I  have met people

who have never had anything to do before or who have been in bed for a long

time. When they discovered Aviculture,  it  was no longer a problem to get up even

an hour earl ier to watch their parrots eat,  playing or even feeding their chicks.

The most remarkable thing about breeding birds is that once it  gets you, you can

never get rid of it .  The "bird virus" has you under control immediately.  Bird

breeding is then only given up due to external ,  irreversible circumstances,  but it  is

resumed immediately as soon as opportunities for it  open up.

The parrot breeder Robert Freller from Austria is also such a candidate.  Passion,

dedication, patience and love for large parrots have been following him for several

decades.  It  struck me on my first visit  a few years ago that such a passion is not

possible without a family.  His four sons are also there and each one of them

achieves sensational breeding successes with parakeets,  rare lovebirds and other

small  parrots as well  as f inches in their own way.

Our logo bird, the Major Mitchell´s or Pink

Cockatoo (Cacatua leadbeateri), can also

be seen in Robert's large and densely

planted aviaries. The perfect plumage is

no accident. Vital feeding and external

environmental influences such as sun,

rain, wind and humidity play a major role

here.

23

In Portrait
Breeder Portrait Franz Dahlheim, Robert Freller, Austria

Photo: Pink Cockatoo, Franz Dahlheim



It  started with a pair of budgies and ends

with 38 combined indoor and outdoor

aviaries.  This story is not unique to Robert.

We bird enthusiasts al l  feel the same way.

Where opportunities arise,  aviaries are

created to accommodate additional

species.  Seen from the outside,  it  seems

almost unimaginable for many. For us

breeders,  on the other hand, this is

everyday l i fe,  because we love birds!

Biodiversity & Experience

Robert keeps al l  kinds of large parrots.  The color palette leaves nothing to be

desired. Likewise her attitude. The extremely spacious aviaries contain everything

that makes a breeder's heart beat faster,  from rare black cockatoos to large

macaws. This requires consistent management of the system and demands

absolute dedication. Just the daily cleaning and fi l l ing of the feeding bowls (120

pieces) is a big challenge. Here,  routine and experience come first .  However,

Robert keeps a trained eye on each individual bird on a daily basis in order to

detect changes in the state of health or in the breeding process.  You don't get this

knowledge from two or three books,  it  is  tested for decades and exchanged with

breeding colleagues worldwide. Unfortunately,  painful losses are also part of it ,

Robert discovered. It  can take 20-30 years for such an "ecosystem" to develop in a

aviary complex.  Because parrots are long-lived, demanding and sti l l  wild at heart.

Green-winged Macaw (Ara chloroptera) - With a body

length of up to 90cm, it is one of the largest of its kind. Its

vocalizations can be heard from miles away. This type of

Parrot is rather unsuitable for rented apartments.

Would you like to see this facility?

Just point your phone camera to the

QR code and follow the link directly on

my YouTube channel.

Breeder Portrait Franz Dahlheim, Robert Freller
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Photo: Ara chloroptera, Franz Dahlheim



Aviary of the Tasmanian Yellow-tailed Black

Cockatoo (Z. f. xanthanota) This subspecies is

found mainly in southern Australia and

Tasmania.

hfhf

Z. f. funerea,

 

Z. f. xanthanota,

 supspecies
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Breeder Portrait Franz Dahlheim, Robert Freller, Austria



The Golden Conure is indeed distinctive and certainly one of the most beautiful

parrots.  It  averages 35cm in length and weighs around 250 grams. The adult bird's

body plumage is a stunning yellow reminiscent of a perfectly t inted lemon. The

large wings are dark green. Quil ls are white and a bare white ring surrounds its

very kind and alert eye.  The tip of the upper beak is dagger-sharp. Legs and feet

are pink with black speckles.  The ir is is brownish with an orange tint.

Juveniles are easily recognized by the numerous olive-green feathers scattered

throughout the body. Adult plumage is fully achieved by the age of two.
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Passion Golden Conures

Every parrot breeder has their favorite species.  Robert's favorite is the Golden

Conure (Guaruba guarouba).  It  is  a privi lege for him to have successfully bred

such rare parrots for over 20 years.

Description of the species

Breeder Portrait Franz Dahlheim, Robert Freller

Photo: Golden Conures. Franz Dahlheim



The Golden Conure comes from a very remote area in northeastern of Brazil .  Its

range extends west to the banks of the Rio Madeira and east to the Gurupi.

The Golden Conure has a very loud, metall ic call  that can be heard from far.  In

Robert's aviaries,  a loevely group of about 12  individuals let ears vibrate.  Young

birds begin to make their vocalizations when they are only a few weeks old.

Communication seems to be an important part of their social  structure,  which is

not researched clearly yet.

Golden Conures love the f lock.  At Roberts aviary complex,  several pairs l ive next

to each other in large aviaries.  This stimulates them during the breeding season

and gives a real feeling of f locking. Breeding succeeds regularly,  although there

are also seasonal f luctuations.  The last spring times of 2021 & 2022 is sti l l  heavy on

the stomach for many breeders in Germany and Austria.  The prolonged winter

upset the biological rhythms of many species.

Husbandry of the Golden Conure

The Golden Conure is also called

"ararajuba" in the language of the

Indians, which means something

like yellow macaw. This already

shows that this parrot, from the

outside, rather slips into the genus

of the little macaws. For me, the

Golden Conures are the epitome of

Brazil. They wear the green and

yellow colors of the flag.

Breeder Portrait Franz Dahlheim, Robert Freller
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Photo: Golden Conures. Franz Dahlheim



DIET

Fresh fruits l ike apples,  mangoes,  berries,  bananas,  grapes,  papaya, etc.

Vegetables l ike pumpkin, carrot,  broccoli ,  chil i ,  corn

Sprouted food

Cooking legumes

Vital  Pellets

Regularly walnuts,  almonds, peanuts and other types of nuts

Foxtail  mil let is an integral part of the diet of al l  birds in his breeding station.

A balanced diet of golden conures is of great importance. Golden Conures get the

required amount of nutrients from a mixed diet of vegetables,  fruits,  sprouts,

pellets,  seeds and nuts.  In the wild,  they feed on an eclectic mix of fruits and

semi-ripened fatty seeds.

For several years,  Robert has approached the ideal feeding of the Golden Conures.

Robert discovered that this parrot species has a much more specif ic diet than

many other birds.  I f  something doesn't f it  in their beak, this quickly manifests

itself  in feather plucking.

Robert's feeding schedule for the Golden Conures includes the following

elements:

The amount of food taken by Golden Conures in captivity is much higher than in

the wild ( l ike al l  other parrots in captivity) .  The fat components in a Golden

Conure's diet wil l  always vary.  Therefore,  a varied diet plays an impressive role in a

Golden Conure's l i fe.  A basic feed consisting of pellets reduces the large

component of the feed, fat ,  which is usually caused by an unbalanced diet.

Because Golden Conures need protein in their diet,  our high quality eggfood with

gammarus,  berries and added probiotics is an ideal part beside cooked corn,

legumes, and beans to supplement protein.  Especially during the breeding

season, it  is  important to ensure that there is sufficient calcium. The calcium

requirement is usually ideally balanced by our extruded pellets which have an

higher calcium level than other pellets.

Daily cleaning of the feeding bowls is essential  for bird health.  Fresh water should

also be available every day.

Breeder Portrait Franz Dahlheim, Robert Freller
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Several Golden Conure breeders from around the world have told me that the

average age for the f irst successful breeding in captivity is between six to eight

years.  Patience is the top priority in breeding birds.  Golden Conures also appear

to be ferti le once they begin to lay their f irst eggs.  On average, they lay 3-4 eggs.

The pair is f iercely protective of the nest box,  even when the birds are well  hand

raised. They tend to be restless breeding parrots that react very emotionally to al l

kinds of disturbances.  In most cases,  the clutch also breaks occasionally because

the hen jumps onto the eggs in an uncontrolled manner.  In the wild,  their nest

holes are very deep, so it 's  best to use a drain box or an L-shaped nest box.  Robert

keeps several pairs next to each other and with good reason.

Experience reports show that Golden Conures breed in colonies,  with the females

sharing feeding responsibil it ies.  While this is so,  later observations showed that

breeding groups were composed mostly or entirely of related birds.  Regular family

associations are established over a period of several years.  Breeding pairs kept in

isolation, or even a single pair of Golden Conures,  wil l  breed with diff iculty or not

at al l .  The clutches are often unferti l ized. Only the feeling of being in a colony

usually brings the desired success.

Breeding

Breeder Portrait Franz Dahlheim, Robert Freller
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Photo: Golden Conure. Michael Grimmig
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T H I S  I S  B I R D F O O D

Cyanoliseus patagonus
Photo: Michael Grimmig



Cooperation Tim Siggs, Queensland Australia

Habitat vs. Aviculture

Filmmaker & Wildlife Photograph Tim Siggs (Australian Bird Media) & Your Parrot

are collaborating to present unique habitat footage that enriches the husbandry

of our captive Australian parrots,  f inches,  cockatoos and lorikeets.

Australian Bird Media was

launched in 2015 (originally

Australian Bird Video

Collection) and has already

produced clips for well-known

producers such as BBC and ABC.

Tim Siggs'  recordings currently

include 500 species (898 are

official  recorded in Australia) .

Tim has been fascinated by birds since he was 12 and was passionate about

birdwatching in England during his teenage years.  His passion soon developed

into photography, back in the days when you sti l l  had to buy rolls of Kodak fi lm! In

1998 he moved permanently from the UK to Queensland, Australia and has already

observed 600 species there.

@timsiggs_birdsofaustralia 
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Photo: Tim Siggs, Quennsland



Cooperation Tim Siggs, Queensland Australia

Tim Siggs: "It  scares me when
people see my work and don't
realize it  took me weeks,
sometimes months, to get this
shot."
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Photo: Tim Siggs, Quennsland



Who doesn't want to be a nature photographer? You are on a warm beach or in a

sparse forest in Australia when suddenly an endangered parrot lands near you.

He's puffing up his brightly colored plumage and looking perfectly into your

lens. . .wait a minute.

Let's bring some reality into this picture!

After f ive hours of r igid waiting, countless mosquito bites and aching muscles,  the

long-awaited bird arrives. . .  and fl ies away again without you taking a perfect

photo!

In reality,  wildlife photography can be quite challenging. Over-ambitious

enthusiasts wil l  push the boundaries of ethical conduct in their quest for the

perfect image. Getting too close to an animal,  scaring it  into looking at your

camera,  and encroaching on its habitat al l  harm the job and stress the animal.

Tim:

"It  scares me when people see my work and don't realize it  took me weeks,

sometimes months,  to get this shot.  They think they could get into the bush after

work on a Friday and meet these birds right up front.”

So why go through all  this? This photography can uncover environmental issues

and get people to care about them. "It 's  r idiculous to think that we can destroy so

many plants,  animals and ecosystems on Earth and not believe that it  wont harm

the nature.  All  of this wil l  come back to bite us. . .  It  wil l  not be pleasant.”

Cooperation Tim Siggs, Queensland Australia

Our man Down Under
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Photo: Tim Siggs, Quennsland



Tim Siggs

AustraliaBirdMedia
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Dietary Tip Franz Dahlheim, Your Parrot

Corn as an integral part of the diet

Corn is an easy and healthy food option that's low in calories and has some

nutritional benefits.  Speaking from a wild perspective,  many parrots tend to seek

out corn in the wild too.  It 's  a simple and easily digestible food that they love.  In

addition, corn offers some of the most important nutrit ional benefits for parrots.

Corn is r ich in vitamin B, zinc,  magnesium, copper and iron.

Corn is one of the healthiest grains out there.

100 grams of corn contains around 10 grams of

fiber,  9 grams of protein,  4 grams of fat and 1 .5

grams of minerals.  The rest are carbohydrates.

The apparently low proportion of minerals is

quite a challenge: corn contains a lot of

potassium (295 mg),  phosphorus (215 mg) and

magnesium (90 mg).  There are also calcium (8

mg),  sodium (6 mg),  zinc (1 .7 mg),  iron (1 .5 mg),

as well  as manganese (415 µg),  copper (240 µg)

and selenium (up to 16 µg).  The whole thing is

topped off  with essential  amino acids such as

leucine, valine,  phenylalanine, isoleucine and

threonine.

Especially young corn, which is sti l l

"milky",  is  ideal for the diet.  Easy

digestion, easy to eat of al l  bird sizes

and perfect additional food for rearing

young birds.
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Photo: Franz Dahlheim, holding young Corn

Photo: Poicephalus rueppelli, Franz Dahlheim

Photo: Typically Diet beside Pellets, Franz Dahlheim



Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

The Yellow-crowned Parakeet (Cyanoramphus auriceps) is a relatively rarely kept

representative of the genus Cyanoramphus. There are 8 species in this genus:  the

Antipodes Parakeet (C.  unicolor) ,  Red-crowned Parakeet (C.  novaezelandiae),  the 

 Reischek's Parakeet (C.  hochstetteri) ,  the New Caledonian Parakeet (C.  saisseti) ,

the Norfolk Parakeet (C.  cookii) ,  the Yellow-crowned Parakeet (C .  auriceps),  the

Chatham Parakeet (C.  forbesi)  and the Malherbe´s Parakeet (C.  malherbi) .

However,  as far as I  know, only the Red-crowned Parakeet and the Yellow-crowned

Parakeet are relevant for the Avicluture currently.

Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned
Parakeet - Mandy Thiele

Yellow-crowned Parakeets have mostly green plumage, the outer f l ight feathers

are blue.  Undertail-covert,  undersides of tai lfeathers and wings are dark grey.  In

contrast to the Red-crowned Parakeet,  which have a red forehead band. He also

doesn't have a red spot on his ear.  I f  an individual does have a red ear patch, there

is a very high probabil ity that it  is  a hybrid with an Red-crowned Parakeet.
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Description of the species

Photo: Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antipodes_parakeet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red-crowned_parakeet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reischek%27s_parakeet


Active birds

The Yellow-crowned is one of the smaller

parakeet species and is comparable in size to a

cockatiel .  With a size of approx.  23 centimeters

and a weight of approx.  46 grams in the wild

form, they are sl ightly smaller and l ighter than

the Red-crowned Parakeet.  Mutated birds are a

bit more delicate than the naturally colored

animals.

Their noise can be compared to the bleating of

a goat,  only much quieter.  They often

communicate with each other,  but are rarely

very loud. It  can only get a l itt le louder if  there

is a f ight or if  the animals get upset.  But even

then the noise level is kept within l imits.  They

are significantly quieter than cockatiels,  for

example.

Yellow-crowned are very active birds and move

throughout the whole day.  Sufficient  foraging

opportunities and plenty of space to f ly should

be available.  They love cl imbing thin branches

as well  as digging the ground, sometimes

reminiscent of chickens looking for food.

Since they spend a lot of t ime on the ground,

they ( if  they get fresh greens from nature

regularly)  should also be checked about

worms. If  neccessary dewormed once or twice

a year.  But never just deworm birds on

suspicion, this can cause heavy damage on the

repoductive organs and the general health.
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Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

Photo: Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele



Rare birds in Aviculture

Distribution

Yellow-crowned Parakeets

are native to New Zealand

and endemic there,

meaning they only occur

there and nowhere else.

The main distribution area

is on the west coast of the

main island up to the

middle of the island. They

prefer a dense forest

without large clearings

with a dense undergrowth.

The Antipodes parakeet is endemic to the Antipodes Islands, a small group of
islands southeast of New Zealand. He prefers to stay in areas with Poa literosa, a
bluegrass species that mainly grows on coastal slopes.
Photo: Unicolor Parakeet (C. unicolor) by Agami Stock

They are also found on the islands of Motu Maha (Auckland Island),  Taukihepa (Big

South Cape Island),  North East Island and Rakiura (Stuart Island).
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Photo: Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele

Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antipodes_parakeet


Photo: Yellow-crowned Parakeet
by Imogen Warren, Getty Images
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A nutritionist
In the wild,  yellow-crowned eat

immature seeds (e.g.  grass seeds),

roots,  many berries,  fruits and flowers.

They also feed on various insects and

their larvae.  They spend a lot of t ime on

the ground - but only on islands where

there are no predators.  On the main

island of New Zealand, it  has been

observed that the otherwise ground-

loving parakeets very rarely come down

to the ground to feed and can be

observed almost exclusively in the

crowns of trees.  In breeders'  aviaries,

however,  these parakeets l ike to stay

on the ground and look for food there

for a large part of the day.

Photo: Freshly collected grass seeds keeps 
 the yellow-crowned parakeets busy and
reduces aggressive behavior.

They usually f ind this,  because Yellow-

crowned not only scratch on the f loor,

but also in hanging food bowls.  A lot of

food fal ls on the ground, which they

can then occupy themselves with for

the rest of the day.  Personally,  I  feed a

large parakeet mix that may also

contain a small  amount of sunflower

seeds.  Dont forget:  When feeding a

seed diet,  you need valuable and high

quality supplements.  NEKTON Products

are recommended. www.nekton.de

Photo: Various semi-ripe
millet varieties are in great
demand and provide
valuable vitamins.
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Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

Photo: Bowl of fresh grass seeds, Mandy Thiele

Photo: Flock of Yellow-Crowned Parakeets, Mandy Thiele



Vital Diet
Because Yellow-crowned Parakeets are very active birds,  they don't get fat quite

as quickly as other species.  I  also give them vegetables and a small  portion of

fruit every day.  As long as there are fresh grass seeds out in nature,  I  also feed

immature grasses every day.  Sorrel  seeds,  cocksfoot,  foxtail ,  t imothy grass and

hair grass are particularly popular with my birds.  I  also feed different (wild)

herbs depending on availabil ity:  Chickweed, dandelion, buckhorn, yarrow, nettle

and sorrel are the most popular.  But the f lowers of dandelions,  daisies,  fruit

trees,  hibiscus and marigolds are also very popular.  Here I  feed according to

availabil ity throughout the year.  Fresh branches of wil low, hazelnut,  birch and

co. are happily gnawed and taken apart.  But branches of conifers are also

popular,  every single needle is then removed and transported to the ground.

Photo: The daily basic feed
consisting of fine seeds as
well as vegetables and
fruits
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Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

Photo: Seed mixtures and softfood with added supplements, Mandy Thiele
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What also works well  with my birds:  seeded birdseed that had already grown quite

a bit in a bowl of soil .  Even grass including clods of earth would serve the

purpose. My Yellow-crowned Parakeets then spent hours pull ing the blades of

grass out of the ground and eating the plants and their roots.  But the green parts

were also eaten out without much leftovers.  Yellow-crowned Parakeets have a

sl ightly pronounced need to shred, which means keeping them in a wooden aviary

is possible.

Semi-mature seeds

You should also regularly give branches to nibble on or offer extra employment

opportunities for shredding. My birds l ike to shred the cork bark from time to time

and ignore the beams of my wooden aviary.  When rearing young birds,  I  feed

them more mealworms and high quality egg food, because they eat and need a

high proportion of animal protein during this t ime, even in the wild.  In addition, I

feed sprouted seeds at least once a week and fresh greens (+ fruit ,  vegetables,

herbs,  etc.)  every day.  In addition, my animals have unrestricted access to grit ,

vitamin l ime, cuttlebone and pigeon stones al l  year round, which are particularly

sought after during the moulting and breeding season.
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Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

Photo: Mandy Thiele with one of the her young Yellow-crowned Photo: Fresh willow branches, Mandy Thiele



Husbandry Facts

Yellow-crowned Parakeets are talented

fl iers and need a lot of space for their

comparatively small  body size.  I  would

recommend an aviary that is at least

three meters long, with a width of at

least one meter and a height of two

meters,  so that they can l ive out their

great urge to move. They are also very

fond of cl imbing; Regularly renewed

birch, wil low or hazelnut branches

including leaves offer a great job here.

Also,  I  often provide my birds with a

bowl of a mixture of bird sand, soil ,

grit ,  and birdseed to act as a search

activity.  The birds dig in this bowl for

at least an hour and can look for their

food themselves.  Dry leaves and bark

mulch are also popular for foraging.

Yellow-crowned Parakeets are very

robust and cold-resistant.  An outdoor

aviary with a partial  roof would

certainly be sufficient at temperatures

down to -5 °C,  but a shelter should sti l l

be available so that the birds can

escape from the weather if  necessary

and the water does not freeze too

quickly.

My birds are outside year round but

have a shelter with a frost guard to

keep temperatures above freezing. So

my birds always have fresh bathing

water,  which the Yellow-crowned

Parakeets in particular use at least

once a day,  regardless of the

temperature.  They l ike to bathe very

extensively.  A larger water bowl (e.g.  a

flower pot saucer) should therefore be

in the aviary.  At high temperatures you

can fi l l  them several t imes a day.  My

birds don't l ike showers at al l .

Photo: Chickweed should
be an fresh ingredient in
every diet.
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Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

Photo: Mandy Thiele is beside a very talented photographer



Mixed Aviary
Yellow-crowned Parakeets are very compatible with most other species outside

of the breeding season. For example,  I  keep my two breeding pairs together with

five pairs of Swift Parrots and three pairs of Scarlet-chested Parrots in about 25

square meters.  This is working wonderfully at the moment and gives me no

reason to reconsider my mixed aviary.  Due to the shape of my aviary,  the birds

can avoid each other if  they wish and so l iving together works without any

problems. Unfortunately,  Yellow-crowned Parakeets are becoming increasingly

rare in breeders'  aviaries.

Photo: Mandy has been
caring for various exotic

birds since she was a child.
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Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

Photo: Mandy Thiele as a child



Breeding
Yellow-crowned Parakeets are very

easy to breed and also reliable if  they

have a harmonious partner.  As soon as

the conditions are right,  the New

Zealanders usually breed successfully.

They are not very choosy about the

choice of their nest box and wil l  nest

on the ground if  they want to nest in a

pinch. They usually lay between four

and six eggs,  but in some cases up to

ten. In the 2022 season, one of my two j

hens laid nine eggs,  al l  of which were

ferti l ized and hatched. Unfortunately,

one of the young did not survive the

first day,  but the eight remaining

young were raised without any

problems.

Photo: Yellow-crowned Parakeets can have a
very extensive clutch, so the space requirement
after breeding should not be neglected.

As soon as the temperatures rise in

spring, the mating behavior can be

observed very well .  The male feeds the

female more often and copulation

increases.  However,  mating does not

have to lead directly to oviposition. I

have also observed  copulating in

early spring (February/March) and in

none of the cases did they lay eggs.

Photo: Yellow-crowned Parakeets
are still used today as nurse birds,
which even raise larger parrot
chicks without any problems.
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Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

Photo: 2022 Clutch of  Yellow-crowned, Mandy Thiele

Photo: Yellow-crowned female sitting on nine fertile eggs



The choice of the nest box

I  have been using natural trunk nest

boxes for a number of years now and

have been able to achieve the best

incubation results with them. In a year

I  had given one of my two pairs a

regular nest box made out of pine

planks and a natural log.  The f irst

breeding took place in the "handmade

box" and was anything but successful .

Five of the six laid eggs were ferti l ized,

of which only one hatched (the other

four embryos had died).  One of the

chick then died after a few days.  The

second brood took place in the natural

trunk. This t ime five out of f ive eggs

were ferti l ized and all  the young were

raised in an exemplary manner.  The

third brood (I  had removed the nest

boxes too late) was a similar tragedy as

the f irst brood, only this t ime a young 

 bird grew up. There too, four out of

f ive eggs had died in the "handmade

box".  My second pair had natural trunks

only and raised 11  out of 12 youngsters

in two broods.  Since then I  have only

used natural trunks and have hardly

had any dead eggs.  The natural logs

that I  use have a hole with a diameter

of 18 centimeters,  are about 40

centimeters high and have an entrance

hole with a diameter of 6.5 centimeters.

For nesting boxes made of wooden

boards,  the base should be approx.  25

centimeters wide and long.

Photo: Eight young
jumping parakeets in a a
nest. The amount of food
and the stress of the adult
birds increases to a
maximum. Such broods
should only occur once a
year.
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Husbandry Report Yellow-crowned Parakeet, Mandy Thiele, Germany

Photo: Eight healthy chicks, Mandy Thiele



Experiences
During the breeding season, Yellow-crowned Parakeet can become quite

aggressive towards each other.  Therefore,  the pairs should be accommodated

separately during this t ime. But breeding in a f lock can also work well  i f  the

birds can avoid each other as much as possible and have their territories to

themselves.  You should also watch your birds closely.  In 2022 I  experimented

with a colony brood of al l  the birds I  kept at the time and was able to draw a

positive conclusion. The two pairs of yellow-crowned parakeets chose breeding

sites that were as far apart as possible and avoided each other as much as

possible.  However,  I  had to separate one of the pairs in the meantime, because

the males kept chasing one of my pairs of Scarlet-cheste Parrots out of their

box.  Once the Yellow-crowned female was sitting tight in her nestbox,  I  was able

to open the door again and the rest of the season passed without further

incident.  My two pairs raised a total of 14 young in one brood. One of the two

pairs had eight offspring, the other six.  After that I  removed the nest boxes and

ended the season to al low the animals to recover.

Photo: The extraordinarily
vital feeding of the adults

produces large and healthy
young birds. Mandy has

acquired a broad
knowledge of native plants

over the years.

@sittichzucht_thiele 

www.mandythiele.de 
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Protection of species Major Mitchell´s Cockatoo, Franz Dahlheim, Australia

Protection of the Pink Cockatoos in
Mallee, Victoria, Australia

The beautiful  and colorful Pink Cockatoo

(also called Major Mitchell´s Cockatoo) is

crit ically endangered in Victoria,  Australia

as its distribution declined following the

Mallee f ires of 2014.  The f ires destroyed 93

percent of known breeding sites and more

than two-thirds of its habitat in Mallee.

The main factors driving the species

proposed for inclusion in the Vulnerable

category is the severe population decline.

The current population was estimated at

just 15,000 adult individuals in 2011 .

Compared to 50,000 individuals in 2000,

this is a decrease of 67%.

Photo: Dr Victor Hurley

“These new hollows have been hand

cutted to offer the Pink Cockatoo

better nesting opportunities than

traditional nest boxes because they

are more durable and require less

maintenance.

taxonomy

Scientif ic name Lophochroa

leadbeateri  leadbeateri  (Vigors,  1831) ,

they are commonly known as the

easters Major Mitchell´s Cockatoo. The

other recognized subspecies,  L.  l .

Moll is ,  Central and Western Australia.

The species is also often placed under

the genus Cacatua.

Photo: Dr Victor Hurley
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The main threat causing the decline of the subspecies is habitat loss and

degradation. One aspect of habitat loss is the loss of large supportive trees that

provide nesting sites.  Hollow trees can be lost through natural tree fal l ,  forest

fires and deforestation. In addition, regeneration from grazing by invasive species

was also absent (DSE 2004).

The long and deep nesting hollows are of great importance to the Pink Cockatoo.

These types of nests take a very long time to form at al l .  A lack of nests leads to

increased nesting pressure and can also promote the transmission of diseases

such as PBFD when several pairs meet.

Changing climate,  prolonged droughts,  frequent heat waves and extreme

bushfires are expected to increase in the near future,  increasing individual

survival r isk and further degrading habitat.

Threats of the Pink Cockatoo

Photo: Alber Wright 51
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Photo: Brian Scantleburry
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Priorities Actions

Clearing of
native

vegetation &
prioritization
of hollow trees

Restoration of habitats (fauna)
Protection of old large nesting trees
Strategic replanting
Production of water resources
Involvement of the local population
Decimation of invasive species such as rabbits &
goats

Bushfires

Prevention, Prepare & Response by Local Fire
Brigade Associations
Develop fire risk scenarios and build corridors
around breeding grounds

Competition for
nest sites

Testing of artificial nesting boxes and hollow
cavities
Monitoring & maintenance of artificial nest sites
Protection of individual pines against browsing
and the resulting undergrowth

Engagement of
the local
community

Formation of interest groups and landowners
Promote awareness of the subspecies
public awareness
Create promotion & incentives for landowners to
create suitable habitats

PROTECTION MANAGEMENT
Major Mitchell´s Cockatoo

Lophochroa leadbeateri leadbeateri
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Engagement
Naturally regenerating cypress pine trees in Wyperfeld National Park,  vital  habitat

for Pink Cockatoos.

Ideal pasture management in the

Wyperfeld National Park al lows

cypresses to grow again.

Native species need a healthy

habitat to survive.  For

threatened and endangered

birds in the region, such as the

Regent Parrot and the Major

Mitchell´s cockatoo, overgrazing

by invasive species,  increased

temperatures,  the threat of

bushfires,  introduced predators

and environmental weeds

threaten their survival .

Check out the following YouTube video: Feral Goats in Victoria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=43tWUtt-wcM&t=14s
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